Abstract: Radiation therapy is a cancer treatment method that employs high-energy radiation beams to destroy cancer cells by damaging the ability of these cells to reproduce. Thoracic and abdominal tumors may change their positions during respiration by as much as three centimeters during radiation treatment. Because of the finite time delay between the acquisition of target position and responding to real-time measurement, prediction of respiratory motion—its technical limitations and the physiological phenomena in radiotherapy systems—is a very critical issue to overcome. In this talk, we will present customized prediction of respiratory motion with clustering from multiple patient interactions. The proposed method contributes to the improvement of treatment accuracy. Meanwhile, breathing pattern can impact the dose calculation for patient treatments in radiotherapy systems. Real-time tumor-tracking, where the prediction of irregularities becomes relevant, has yet to be clinically established. We will also discuss the statistically quantitative modeling for irregular breathing classification, in which commercial respiration traces are retrospectively categorized into several classes based on breathing pattern. The proposed statistical classification may provide clinical contributions to optimize the safety margin to guide the radiation beam during external beam radiotherapy.
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